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ARKANSAS POWER & LIGHT COMPANY
POST OFFICE BOX 551 UTTLE ROCK. ARKANSAS 72203 (501) 371-4000

January 6, 1985

@1CAN018501
>

Mr. Robert D. Martin JAN- 81985Regional Administrator
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

_
#

Region IV
611 Ryan Plaza Drive, Suite 1000
Arlington, TX 76011

SUBJECT: Arkansas Nuclear One - Unit 1
Docket No. 50-313
License No. DPR-51
ANO-1 Inservice Inspection Records
During 1R6 Refueling Outage

Gentlemen:

This letter is to confirm information previously provided during a telephone
conversation between Mr. Gene Campbell of AP&L and Mr. R. P. Denise of NRC
Region IV on January 4, 1985, relative to potentially fraudulent records of
certain inspections performed during the current ANO-1 refueling outage as
part of the Inservice Inspection (ISI) program. This letter also provides
additional information pertaining to this subject as requested by your
letter dated January 4,1985,(1CNA018501) to Mr. J. M. Griffin relative to
the specific inspections involved and the actions taken by AP&L to provide
additional assurance of the integrity of the systems and components involved.

Arkansas Nuclear One - Unit One is currently completing its sixth refueling
outage during which the end of the first 10 year ISI interval occurs. Late
in this outage the AN0 ISI program coordinator was reviewing inspection
records and identified a pipe restraint on the service water supply for
one loop of the Reactor Building cooling system which required visual
inspection. On December 31, 1984, the ISI coordinator requested an employee
of AP&L's ISI contractor to perform the required visual inspection on
the pipe support. This individual was given a sketch for the support
(HBD-21-H63), instructions for the required inspection and proceeded to
perform the examination. The contractor inspector returned a short time
later and indicated that the inspection had been completed. As the hanger
location is inside the Reactor Building and since the time to enter and exit
the Reactor Building usually requires longer than that observed, the AN0 ISI
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coordinator became suspicious as to whether or not the inspection had
actually been made.

In an effort to confirm that an inspection had been made, a printout of the
inspector's recent movements was obtained from the station security system
computer. This printout indicated that the inspector came on site at 0644
and departed the site at 1015 on December 31,.1984, but did not indicate
that any entries into controlled access or exits from controlled access were
made on that date. Further, the manual log kept at the controlled access
entry point in the event of card reader failure was examined and this log
also did not reflect any entries by the ISI inspector on December 31. A
manual log is also kept by security at the personnel hatch entrance to the

: Reactor Building. This log did not reflect an entry by the inspector on
December 31. Additionally, all Radiation Work Permit (RWP) entry cards for
December 31 as well as the. computerized log entered from these cards was
reviewed for evidence that a Reactor Building entry was made by the
contractor inspector and no record was found.

The above findings were discussed with the contractor inspector on January
2, 1985. He indicated that he had made the inspection as he stated on the
data sheet and that he could not explain the discrepancy with regard to the
above described access control records.

As a result of our concern that the contractor inspector may not have
actually performed the visual inspection, a review of the inservice
inspection records for the IR6 refueling outage was conducted to determine
those inspections performed by the contractor ISI inspector acting alone. A
total of twenty-three such inspections were performed by the contractor,

inspector. Of these, fourteen were visual inspections of pipe hangers or-

other components, two were ultrasonic examinations of manway studs, and
seven were dye penetrant examinations of piping nozzle welds. The specific
inspection items are identified on Attachment 1.

A Plant Safety Committee meeting was called on January 2, 1985, to discuss
the situation and to evaluate the safety impact of the incident. The
committee determined that those items inspected by the contractor inspector
acting alone should be reinspected or verified to be acceptable by other
means prior to proceeding with unit heatup. Subsequently, ISI contractor
personnel were asked to come to the ANO site with qualified inspection
personnel for the purpose of performing followup inspections and to assist
in the investigation.

Additional contractor personnel arrived on January 3, 1985, consisting of
theirprojectmanagerforANO,theISIgroupleaderandahighlyexperienced
level II inspector. These individuals in concert with AN0 ISI personnel
began to conduct followup inspections for those itens shown on Attachment 1.

AP&L's investigation continued by examining the available access control
entry records to determine if there were other inspections performed by the
contractor inspector acting alone for which no entry records could be
located. This resulted in one additional case in which security and health
physics logs did not indicate-the inspectors presence in the area of'a
required inspection. The inspection of CRD housing flanges was shown on the
inspection record sheet as being conducted on November 21, 1984, but reactor
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building access records did not indicate an entry into the reactor building
by the inspector on that date. Examination of access control records
indicates that this inspection may have been performed.on the previous day
(11/20/84) since a reactor building entry was made by 'the inspector on that
dateinconjunctionwithanotherinspection. The inspector performing the,

subsequent reexamination of the CRD housing flanges confirmed that the;

duration of the entry on the previous day was sufficient to have allowed
completion of both inspections.

!- A team of investigators from an independent division of the contractor's
-

j main office were dispatched to ANO on January.3, .1985, as was AP&L's
! corporate security investigator. -Their investigation was to evaluate the
i circumstances and to question the contractor inspector to assess the
i likelihood of record falsification and depth of the problem. This
! investigation was conducted on January 4, 1985, but was unable to reach i

e concrete conclusions. The consensus of this investigation was that the
* single record on December 31, 1984, may have been falsified, however the

previous records probably were not. Throughout the investigation, the,

contractor inspector maintained th&t he had completed the inspection on the
date he had been requested to perform it and could not understand why AP&L's

'- access control records did not confirm that he was in the area where the
inspection should have occurred.

,

i
; The contractor was requested to evaluate the inspector's work history and
' assess his performance and integrity. AP&L was subsequently informed that
;- the individual had been an employee for over thirteen years and research of

his performance indicated no problem with his workmanship, performance or
integrity. As a result of the investigations, the research into his past ;

performance and our own experience with his performance at ANO, AP&L
concluded the inspector may have experienced a weak moment'on this single,

' inspection due to a rationalization that it was not significant or that he
! had previously inspected it and found it satisfactory-(in questioning, he

was able to accurately describe the pipe restraint in question and its,

physical location in the reactor building without having had a second -
.

i opportunity to view it).

} In order to resolve concerns over the adequacy of the 1R6 inservice
| inspection results, each of the items identified on Attachment'l were
i followed to resolution as explained on Attachment 2.
!

L Our investigation has indicated it is probable that one reouired visual
inspection was not actually performed, although this-has'not been absolutely

! confirmed. However, AP&L has verified either by reinspection or by
5 obtaining collaborating evidence that all items inspected by the original

contractor ISI inspector acting alone were in fact completed. Even though
j we suspect that one visual inspection was intentionally not-performed by.

this individual, the, review of.his past performance, and the correlation of-

test results on inspections-which were repeated leads AP&L to conclude that'

| for the inspections performed the results can be considered valid.-
L

|- We would also like to point out that the significance of failure to-perform
I a single or even a few inservice inspection examinations does not cause

reason to believe that a substantial safety hazard' exists due to-the -
; ; - -nature of inservice inspection programs. These programs involve thousands
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of inspections spread over the forty year lifetime of a nuclear power plant.
The inspections are repeated periodically and the content of examinations
included in each inspection subinterval are structured to be representative

- of the various components and structures subject to examination. The purpose
of the inspections is primarily to detect slow degradation with time which
may be indicative of a progressive problem or general degradation in a given
system or type of structure / component. Consequently it is not felt by AP&L
that the potential of missing one examination would cause a failure to
meet the intent of the overall program. In any case, AP&L knows of no
discrepancies in the first 10 year interval of the AN0-1 ISI program as a
result of this incident. For these reasons, AP&L concluded that the startup
of the 7th cycle of ANO-1 could proceed without undue risk to the health and
safety of the public.

Very uly yours,

J. nos
Manager, Licensing

JTE:THC:cic
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Attachment 1

Inspections Performed by the Contractor ISI Inspector Acting Alone

Figure # Description Date

86.9.23 (VIS) Check Valve DH-12 10/26/84
00.1.843 (VIS)- Hanger HBB-20-H52A 12/18/84

'

H0.2.5 (VIS) Main Steam Hydro 12/27&28/84
H0.2.6 (VIS) Feedwater Hydro 12/27&28/84
B6.9.24 (VIS) Check Valve DH-16 10/26/84
N/A (VIS) P328-P182 Casing Studs 11/12/84
B5.3.4 (VIS) P328-P151 Casing Nuts 11/12/84
B3.5.5 (UT) B OTSG Upper Manway Studs 10/26/84
B3.5.1. (UT) A OTSG Upper Manway Studs 10/26/84
Bl.11.2 (VIS) CRD Housing Flange- 11/21/84
H0.2.17 (VIS) Makeup & Purif. Hydro 12/19/84
B6.9.28 (VIS) Pzr. Relief Line Safety Valve 11/12/84
82.7.2 (VIS) Pzr. Manway Nuts 10/26/84
B4.1.47 (PT) Pipe to Flow Meter Nozzle (BH-15) 11/13/84
B4.1.49 (PT) Pipe to Flow Meter Nozzle (BH-16) 11/13/84
B4.1.51 (PT) Pipe to RTE Boss BH-11 11/13/84
B4.1.53 (PT) Pipe to RTE Boss BH-12 11/13/84
B4.1.55 (PT) Pipe to Pressure Tap Noz X-axis 11/13/84
B4.1.57 (PT) Pipe to Pressure Tap Noz Y-axis 11/13/84
B4.1.59 (PT) Pipe to Vent Nozz. 11/13/84
C2.6.214 (VIS) Support Component Hanger 11/20/84
C2.6.189 (VIS) Support Component Snubber 11/12/84

'

00.1.844 (VIS) Hanger HBD-21-H63 12/31/84

VIS = Visual Examination
PT = Dye Penetrant Testing
UT = Ultrasonic Testing

1
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Attachment 2

Resolution of Inspected Items by the Contractor ISI Inspector
Acting Alone

Item:

Figure # B6.9.23 Check Valve DH-12 (Visual)

Resolution:

.The Level II followup inspector performed a reinspection of
this item on January 3, 1985. This inspection yielded similar
findings.to those identified by the original inspection. That
is, there was evidence of boron crystals indicating an earlier
minor leak at the valve bonnet. This valve had been retorqued
following the original inspection. The boron crystals were
cleaned from the valve body following the followup inspection.

Item:

Figure # D0.1.843 Hanger HBB-20-H52A (Visual)

Resolution:

The Level II followup inspector performed an inspection of
this item on January 3, 1985. It should be noted that the
correct designation for this hanger is HBD-20-H52A rather than
HBB-20-H52A. This hanger does not exist as it had been removed
by a design change, thus no inspection was needed. The original

.spector apparently became confused because he copied.the number
of the hanger down incorrectly on his data sheet and consequently
inspected the wrong hanger.

Item:

Figure # H0.2.5 Main Steam Hydro (Visual)

Resolution:

The original inspector was accompanied on the inspection of-
.

this item by the AN0 ISI Coordinator and by the ANII Code
Inspector. Therefore the performance of the inspection is
not in' question.

Item:

Figure # H0.2.6 Feedwater Hydro (Visual)

Resolution:

The original inspector was' accompanied on his inspection of this.
item by the ANO ISI Coordinator and by the ANII Code Inspector.
Therefore the performance of the inspection is not in question.

- 1- -
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Item:

Figure # B6.9.24 Check Valve DH-16 (Visual)-

Resolution:

This item was reinspected by the Level II followup inspector
on January 3,1985 and no discrepancies were noted.

Item:

Figure N/A P-328/P182 Casing Studs (Visual)

Resolution:

The accessible portion of these studs were reexamined on
January 3,1985 by the Level II followup inspector at the
same time the nut inspection was performed and no discrepancies
were noted.

Item:

Figure # B5.3.4 P-328/P182 Casing Nuts (Visual)

Resolution:

The Level II followup inspector reinspected the nuts on
January 3,1985 and no discrepancies were noted.

Item:

Figure # B3.5.5 B-0TSG Upper Manway Studs (UT)

Resolution:

The Level II followup inspector reinspected this item on
January 3, 1985. The inspection was' performed'in place
rather than with the-studs removed. No discrepancies _were noted.

Item:

Figure # B3.5.1 A-0TSG Upper Manway Studs (UT)

Resolution:

The Level II followup inspector reinspected this item on
. January 3, 1985. The inspection was performed in place
rather than with the studs removed. No discrepancies were noted.

Item:

Figure # Bl.11.2 CRD Housing Flange (Visual)

-2-
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Resolution:

To satisfy the code requirement of performing 100% inspection,
a videotape made during the 1R5 outage was reviewed by the Level
II. followup inspector on January 4, 1985. The video
examination had originally been performed by noncertified
personnel for the purpose of identifying the source of a.

suspected leak at the CRD housing flange area. During his
review the Level II followup inspector identified some areas
where boron crystals indicated the presence of small leaks
(which had been repaired later during 1R5) but identified no
other discrepancies.

Another inspection was conducted during the IR6 outage by a CRD
maintenance specialist from B&W who is thoroughly familiar
with the CRDM closure design. This inspection was performed for
the purpose of verifying the adequacy of the IR5 repairs.

-

Although this inspection was not performed by a certified NDE
-inspector it is deemed to be quite thorough based on the
qualifications of the individual who performed it. The
inspection of the IR5 videotapes is considered to meet the ASME
Section XI requirement-for inspection by a certified NDE
examiner during the first 10 year interval.

Item:

Figure # H0.2.17 Makeup & Purification Hyaro (Visual)

Resolution:

The original inspector was accompanied on his inspection by
the ANO ISI Coordinator and the ANII Code Inspector. Therefore
the performance of the inspectio'n is not in question.

,

Item:
;

|
Figure # B6.9.28 Pressurizer Relief Line Safety Valve (Visual)

Resolution:
'

The Level II followup inspector reinspected this item on
January 3,1985 and no discrepancies were noted.

Item:

Figure # B2.7.2 Pressurizer Manway Nuts (Visual)

Resolution:

The Level II followup inspector reinspected this item on
January 3,1985 and no discrepancies were noted.

i
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! Item: B' Hot Leg' Welds (PT)

B4.1.47 . Pipe to Flow Meter Nozzle (BH-15)
B4.1.49 Pipe to'F1ow Meter. Nozzle'(BH-16)
B4.1.51 Pipe.to RTE Boss BH-11
B4.1.53 > Pipe to RTE Boss BH-12
.B4.1.55. Pipe to Pressure Tap Noz. X-Axis
B4.1.57 Pipe to Pressure Tap Noz. Y-Axis
84.1.59 -Pipe ~to Vent Nozzle

Resolution:

The:ISI program for ANO-1 calls for examination of these seven
welds by surface (PT) and volumetric (UT) techniques. The.
contractor inspector of concern was only-responsible for the PT
examination.~ Other qualified contractor inspectors performed
the UT examination. Prior to performing the UT exam, these
inspectors confirmed that fresh residue of dye. penetrant was in
evidence-on the weld surface area. This is a routine practice-

when both exam techniques are called for sincesthe application
of a UT transducer couplant to the weld surface makes a good dye
penetrant ~ application very difficult. Since these welds were
cleaned a few days earlier in preparation for-the ISI
examinations, it is apparent that the PT examination was-

conducted during 1R6, presumably by the contractor inspector of
,

concern. The investigation of this individual's.past
performance has indicated a good workmanship record for many
years and AP&L and contractor management believe that if the
. inspector actually performed an examination, he would do so in
a quality manner.

In addition,-we feel that it is significant to note that these
welds are not unique but are typical of many other dissimilar
metal welds in'the primary , system. In fact during previous ISI
periods, a total of 34 o'ther welds of a similar nature
(including identical welds on the A hot leg) have been
inspected. These similar inspections have included both a PT
and a UT examination and none of the PT examinations of these
. welds have shown apparent degradation. Looking further at the

~

population of similar welds in other. operating B&W plants,
there.have been over 200 such examinations performed. We are
told by B&W personnel that the only observed weld degradation
occurredinhighpressureinjection(HPI)/makeupnozzle-
welds with the degradation occurring.from the inside outwards.
The volumetric exam technique is-the only method of detection
of this problem and as-stated previously, the UT exam was
performed without incident for the welds in question during the.-
1R6 outage. Of. course the weld degradation that has been observed .|
at B&W plants has been limited-to those nozzles where flow changes- !
cause frequent temperature cycling ~(HPI/ makeup nozzles) and
-this situation does not occur for the nozzles on the hot leg,
so there is'no' reason to suspect problems in these nozzles.

~

!

Based on the ab'ove reasoning,-AP&L concluded that it was
unnecessary to cooldown and perform the: lengthy preparatory

i' steps to reexamine the B. hot leg welds.during.1R6. '
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Item:

Figure # C2.6.214. _ Support Component Hanger (Visual)

Resolution:

The Level II followup inspector reinspected this support on.
January 3, .1985 and no discrepancies were noted.

Item:

Figure # C2.6.189 Support Component Snubbers (Visual)

Resolution:

The Level II followup inspector reinspected this item on
January 3,1985 and no discrepancies were noted.

Item:

Figure # D0.1.844 Hanger HBD-21-H63-(Visual)

Resolution:

This item was reinspected on January 3, 1985 by the Level II
~

followup-inspector and no discrepancies were noted.

,
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